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Our role and purpose
The Care Quality Commission
is the independent regulator of
health and adult social care in
England
We make sure health and
social care services provide
people with safe, effective,
compassionate, high-quality
care and we encourage care
services to improve
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The Mum (or anyone you love) Test

Is it
effective?

Is it responsive to
people’s needs?
Is it
safe?

Is it
well-led?

Is it
caring?

Is it good enough for my family?
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Overall ratings – as of May 2019
18,180 (80%)

3,437 (15%)
821 (4%)

268 (1%)
Inadequate
Source: CQC ratings data 07/05/2019.

Requires
improvement

Figures are percentages

Good

Outstanding
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Ratings by key question – as of May
2019

Safe 1
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Source: CQC ratings data 07/05/2019.
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Ratings by service type – as of May
2019
Community
social care
(572)
Domiciliary
care
agencies
(7,092)
Residential
homes
(10,818)
Nursing
homes
(4,158)
Source: CQC ratings data 07/05/2019.
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Note: values in brackets are the number of rated locations
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CQC; meeting the challenges of the
system
Expectations are changing
Creating environments for systems to
flourish
New technology

We need to do the same
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What are the challenges now?
• High quality care for all who need it requires more money now – and
a sustainable funding model for the future
• There is a shared vision for high quality adult social care – we now
need to deliver it
• Oversight of the ASC sector needs to support sustainable high
quality services
• Money is important, but it’s what you do with it that matters!
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How can ASC improve and collaborate?
What choices do you make each day that help, or hinder joint working?
• Adult social care is underserved by improvement resources
• How can commissioners and providers in your area collaborate? Can you
form alliances across your local system?
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Local system reviews:
Beyond Barriers: What did we find?
• Living longer – but with more complex needs

• Care must be delivered by more than one person
or organisation
• In 2018, we expect care to be personalised
• A fragmented health and care system designed in
1948 can’t meet today’s needs

• We must remove the barriers to collaboration at a
local and national level and ….
• ….create an environment that drives people and
organisations to work together
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LSR - What we found 1/2

• People experience the best care when people and organisations work
together to overcome a fragmented system

• Dedicated staff regularly going beyond the call of duty
• There were examples of good practice in every local system we
looked at

• Where local leaders share a clear vision, it provides a shared purpose
for people and organisations across the local health and social care
system

• But in a fragmented health and social care system there are barriers
to collaboration at a local and national level
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LSR - What we found 2/2
Funding: Health and social care organisations are limited in how
far they can pool resources and use their budgets flexibly across
prevention, social care and healthcare
Managing performance: Organisations are held to account for
their own performance, not the performance of the system as a
whole
Workforce: Services do not always have the right staff, in the right
place, at the right time – the health workforce and social care
workforce are seen as separate entities
Oversight: Regulation usually looks at quality of care in individual
providers, rather than across a system as a whole
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Engaging with you on tech

• As technology and provision evolves, we will:
• work alongside people who use and deliver services to encourage
•
•

improvement
stay abreast of technological innovation
refine our regulatory approach

• We welcome open discussions with….
• people who use services
• providers
• private sector and entrepreneurs
• researchers
• …..on how technology can improve care, while safety and quality of care is
assured
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CQC’s (draft!) areas of focus; to support
technology and innovation
Person Centred
• respects the needs and preferences of the person using the service
• promotes good outcomes for people including independence whilst supporting them to stay safe

Drives
Improvement

Privacy and
Dignity

Open and
Transparent

Appropriate and
Proportionate

• positive impact on
outcomes
• clear how tech
improves service &
evaluation

• impact on privacy
and dignity fully
considered e.g.
minimising intrusion

• people who use, visit
or work at the service
are aware of purpose
and impacts

• best way to meet
need or intended
purpose

Confident Staff

System Security
and Data
Protection

Managing Risk

Capacity and
Consent

• staff understand and
confident with tech
including how to
raise concerns or
changes in need

• operated and
maintained legally, in
a way that keeps
people’s information
safe
• contingency plans in
place

• promotes safety – in
line with
safeguarding
processes
• risks assessed and
plans to manage
them in place

• people can express
views, actively
involved in decisions
• supported to give
informed consent &
free to withdraw at
any time.
• consent sought in
line with MCA
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CQC Latest improvements; shorter reports
and new FAC
Shorter reports
• Easier and quicker for us and for you
• Better quality
• Only one style of report for all inspection types
• Feedback at end of site visit
• Providers who tested them find them ‘easier’, ‘great to read and informative’,
‘much clearer’

New factual accuracy process
• Clarity, efficiency and effectiveness for us and for you
• Separate clear guidance for you to check correctness and completeness of
evidence
• New form on CQC website instead of with your report
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CQC Latest improvements; returning to Good
and Outstanding services
• New approach for services returning to
Good and Outstanding
• Inspectors spend more time on the quality
of people’s experience, any positive (or
negative) impacts and their causes
• Focus of the inspection is speaking with
people, observing interactions and
observing care (80%), with a check of
records (20%)
• Inspectors can flex these guidelines and
be curious – if something looks very good
or raises doubts
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Encouraging Improvement
Outstanding Characteristics
• People are at the centre and staff want to give
them a life not just a service
• Good leadership extends beyond the manager
and those values are shared to inspire staff
• Open culture – people who use services/ staff/
relatives shared views and issues
• Strong links with local community
• 75% have registered manager in post
consistently
• A can do, will do attitude – staff dedication
• Creative and innovative
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What have we done to help encourage
improvement?
•
•

•

•

Talk about best practice through
our independent voice
Publish our findings, through
inspection reports, publications,
blogs, learning from incidents
such as our safety blog
Lots and lots of speaking
engagements, like these –
national and regional
Listening to you and what you
want us to talk about
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Driving improvement across health
and social care
• Report series features
providers that have increased
their quality rating considerably
• Similar themes for all reports
• What themes stand out?
• Leadership
• Culture
• Person centred care
• Staffing & support
• Outward looking
• Happy staff means better care
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Focus on… Learning from safety
incidents
Critical safety issues in health and social care that help to
support through sharing good practice
There are eight in the ongoing series:
1. Falls from improper use of equipment
2. Unsafe use of bed rails
3. Fire risk from use of emollient creams
4. Burns from hot water or surfaces
5. Safe management of medicines
6. Caring for people at risk of choking
7. Falls from windows
8. Hypothermia
www.cqc.org.uk/learning-from-safety-incidents
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Encouraging improvement; Thematic review of prolonged
seclusion, segregation and restraint
Number of people
subject to restrictive
interventions in these
settings

Pathway that the
person has followed to
end up in segregation
and/or prolonged
seclusion

Quality of care and of
the physical
environment

Safeguards in place
to protect the
person’s rights and to
protect the person
from abuse

Impact of segregation
and/or prolonged
seclusion on people
who are subject to it
and on their families

Impact on other
patients/residents
and staff

Quality of leadership
and the culture

The role of the wider
system
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Thematic review of prolonged
seclusion, segregation and restraint
• Early findings from review of restraint, prolonged
seclusion and segregation for people with a mental
health problem, a learning disability or autism – need for
a better system of care for these groups
• Review found 62 people in segregation, some for a long
time – 42 adults and 20 children/young people
• Reasons for prolonged segregation included delayed
discharge from hospital owing to no suitable package of
care available in a non-hospital setting

• CQC calling for independent review of every person –
examine quality of care, safeguards and plans for
discharge
• Second part of review focusing on social care settings
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Adult social care in stage 2 –
publishing 2020
Stage 1

Stage 2

In-depth review of restraint,
prolonged seclusion and
segregation in:

In-depth review of prolonged
seclusion and segregation in:

• Child and adolescent mental
health wards
• Wards for people with learning
disabilities and/or autism (all
ages)

• Mental health ‘rehabilitation’ and
‘low secure’ wards
Exploratory review of use of
restrictive in interventions in:
• Care homes for people with
learning disabilities and/or autism
• 14 secure children’s homes
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A look to the future and in conclusion

• We await the Green Paper with interest
• Long Term NHS plan – only one sentence refers
to social care…

• Great quality exists, but... we can’t stand still
• Flexible positive response to change
• Challenge the status quo
• One size does not fit all
• It’s a collective effort
• Don’t forget the Mum test!
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Published and forthcoming

Forthcoming:
• Oral care in
care homes
• Sexual safety
• Medicines
Optimisation
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www.cqc.org.uk
enquiries@cqc.org.uk
@CareQualityComm
Sue Howard
Deputy Chief Inspector of Adult Social Care
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